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Abstract

This paper describes an approach to optimization of execution of applications in the GridSpace environment.
In this environment operations are invoked on special objects which reside on Grid resources what requires a spe-
cific approach to optimization of execution. This approach is implemented in the GridSpace Application Optimizer
(GrAppO) which meets requirements imposed by the Grid environment aswell as those specific to GridSpace model:
dynamic nature of the environment, distributed sources of information, difficulty in defining suitable optimization
criteria. The proposed solution applies three modes of optimization: short-, medium- and far-sighted one. The far-
sighted optimization may be implemented with techniques known from the workflow scheduling research area, and
for this purpose we have analyzed the possibility of using the ASKALON environment. We show that GrAppO en-
ables to increase the quality of the GridSpace runtime performance by providing it with the most suitable objects to
invoke operations on.

1 Introduction

Despite of many Grid scheduling and optimization algorithms and technologies, research in the area of new grid pro-
gramming models leads to creation of novel execution environments for which standard optimization and scheduling
techniques cannot be directly applied. In this paper, we focus on the optimization of application execution for a new
high-level grid programming model and environment, calledGridSpace [8].

GridSpace is a platform for collaborative application composition and execution, where developers can build the
application with various technologies such as Web services, distributed components (MOCCA [11]) or legacy software
accessible using grid systems such as EGEE [6]. These technologies provide different invocation semantics, e.g.
WS provide stateless interactions, while stateful instances of MOCCA components can be dynamically deployed on
the component container (called H2O kernel). The core idea behind GridSpace is to use ascripting notationfor
specifying application logic on a high level of abstraction, hiding the complexity of the underlying infrastructure from
the programmer and leaving such decisions as resource discovery and selection to the runtime environment.

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (ContractIST-2002-
004265).
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Figure 1: Grid objects, implementations and instances hierarchy.

In GridSpace, Ruby scripts are used to program the application, and, in addition to the standard Ruby library,
special types of objects are introduced to represent activities performed on the grid (see Fig. 1).Grid Operation
(GOp), which corresponds to an abstract method in terms of Object-Oriented programming, binds abstract methods,
offering the same functionality.Grid Object Class (GOb)is an abstract class, or an interface, which declares a set
of Grid Operations, and it is an abstraction of the same general functionality offered by different implementations.
Grid Object Implementationimplements functionality of its Grid Object Class; it is only a static entity which has to
be instantiated (deployed into a resource) to allow invoking of its operations. AGrid Object Instanceis an instance
of a certain Grid Object Class. The instances which use the same implementation may differ only in resource they are
deployed on.Grid Resourceis able to host a Grid Object Instance.

The source code of the script provides only the information on Grid Object Classes – the selection of the actual
instance is left to the runtime system. The choice of the instance, taking into account the structure of relations between
the entities (see Fig. 1) is not trivial and must be performedby taking the following decisions:which Grid Object
Implementation will be the most suitable to perform the processing;whichexisting Grid Object Instance of this Grid
Object Implementation will be the most suitable;whetherthe Grid Object Instance should be chosen or a new one is
to be deployed;where(on which Grid Resource) a new Grid Object Instance should becreated.

In traditional grid environments dedicated components – aschedulerandresource brokerare provided to answer
such questions. As in GridSpace we need much broader functionality, the termsoptimizationandoptimizerare intro-
duced.

2 Related work

The problem of scheduling jobs to resources (including machines, storage, bandwidth, etc.) in Grid environment has
been studied since many years [9, 12], and, depending on the type of applications various heuristics were applied.
In the case of parameter sweep applications, typical heuristics include Min-min, Max-min and Sufferage [4]. More
complex applications can be represented as workflows, therefore a large effort has been undertaken to investigate
the solutions for workflow scheduling [3, 5]. For workflow applications, DAG-based scheduling algorithms can be
successfully applied, such as HEFT and its extensions [19, 21], DLS [18], and FCP [14]. Since many solutions and
scheduling tools already exist [20], the challenge was in selection of an appropriate scheduling model, and in adaption
of available tools to the constraints of a specific scheduling problem.

3 Approach to Execution Optimization in GridSpace

The optimization of application execution in GridSpace canbe presented as a special case of the generic optimization
process in Grid computing [15]. Notions related to the GridSpace environment can be mapped into the general Grid
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terminology in the following way: a Grid Object Instance represents aresource, a Grid Operation – ajob, a GridSpace
script – a Gridapplication. It is worth to notice that there is no direct control of resources and the optimizer can
only act as a broker; it cannot guarantee that the task it schedules will be executed on the selected resource and is
not able to manage the tasks after they are submitted for execution. The access to resources is not exclusive as the
information about resources gathered by the optimizer can be imprecise or out-of-date. Furthermore, the optimizer
cannot guarantee that the performance of scheduled jobs will not be reduced by some tasks executed by the local
scheduler.

The optimizer may be used in one of three modes with differentdependencies between subsequent tasks taken into
consideration:

• Short-sighted optimization mode which implements the basic optimizer functionality: choosing an optimal
performance solution for one task at a time.

• Medium-sighted optimization mode where tasks can be submitted to the optimizer in groups and for each task a
resource is chosen on the basis of previous choices within the group. The tasks are not reordered, nor arranged
in queues, and a group of tasks is mapped onto a group of resources.

• Far-sighted optimization mode, which is a suboptimal solution where resources are chosen for all tasks of an
application and tasks may be reordered.

The modes are selected as a configuration option of the runtime system at application execution.
Thanks to the component architecture of GridSpace, the optimizer will be able to interact with other components

which are a part of the runtime and have access to the information gathered by components of the Middleware layer
(see Fig. 2). The only consumer of optimization results is the Grid Operation Invoker [2]. It is responsible for creating
Grid Object Instances or contacting existing ones, and invoking Grid Operations on them. The Invoker provides an
identification of Grid Object Class it is going to use, and obtains a Grid Object Instance or all the data necessary to
create it.

Figure 2: Optimizer placed in the context of neighboring components of GridSpace engine.

The process of optimization in GrAppO, in analogy to the schema introduced in [15] begins with the resource
discovery phase. A list of all appropriate Grid Object Implementations including their running instances which are
available to utilize at this moment for the Grid Object Classis generated. The only mandatory source of information
is a Grid Resource Registry (GRR) which contains generic andstatic data, related to Grid Objects.

The system selection phase results in finding the best combination of a resource and a given job, i.e. determining
the best Grid Object Instance on which the given Grid Object Operation could be performed, according to a specified
metric. The phase involves also gathering dynamic information about resources from the Monitoring System. A
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supporting component is the Provenance Tracking System – PROToS [1], which can be a source of data related to
Grid Object Instances performance in their previous invocations. Additionally, for the far-sighted optimization a data
about the structure of executed application (anapplication graph) is required. The source of such information is the
core Runtime Library.

4 Far-sighted scheduling with ASKALON

Far-sighted optimization of GridSpace workflows can bring clear benefits in terms of execution time and other schedul-
ing criteria, as dependencies between jobs may have a major influence on the selection of the most appropriate Grid
Object Instances and Grid Resources. Implementation of a proper far-sighted optimization approach is a challenge for
the GridSpace environment and its rich programming model based on scripting notation. Classical DAG scheduling
heuristics like HEFT would not work well in such a model, and some additional optimization techniques would need
to be developed in order to take advantage of all the provenance information (e.g., of the execution traces) provided by
the supporting tools (PROToS). A promising approach may be to use the ASKALON Grid execution environment [7].

ASKALON was developed to compose and execute workflow applications on the Grid. ASKALON uses a high-
level workflow description language calledAGWL (Abstract Grid Workflow Language) and hides all the low-level
implementation details of jobs from the workflow developer by storing them in the application repository calledGlare
[17] which is a part of the resource management service called GridARM [16]. The ASKALON schedulerapplies
different full-graph scheduling heuristics (e.g., HEFT or a bi-criteria scheduling algorithm called DCA) which are
carried out based on the principle ofworkflow conversion[10]. In the process of workflow conversion, sophisticated
workflows are dynamically transformed to simple DAGs, by evaluating the loops and conditionals present in the
workflows. The latest version of ASKALON [13] is based on a more dynamic workflow processing model where
scheduling is done only for the jobs which are ready for execution, rather than for a full graph.
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Figure 3: Integration between GridSpace and ASKALON

The feasibility of combining GridSpace and ASKALON dependson three major factors: (1) compatibility of the
application representations; (2) compatibility of the resource/job representations; (3) reusability of the components
supporting optimization in GridSpace (GRR, PROToS, and Monitoring System). Some preliminary feasibility studies
performed by us showed that the set of workflow constructs used in AGWL is a superset of the set of constructs that
are used or are planned to be used in GridSpace. The resource management model implemented in GridARM is also
sufficient to represent all the resource information required in the GridSpace environment. On the other hand, the job
representation model applied in Glare is simpler than the one in GridSpace, since is not based on the object-oriented
paradigm, and allows for only two levels of abstraction:activity type(corresponding to a Grid Operation) andactivity
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deployment(corresponding to a method of a Grid Object Instance). However, this sparse number of abstractions in
fairly enough to apply a successful workflow scheduling, as the abstractions of Grid Object Classes/ Implementations
are designed for application development rather than for scheduling and execution. Finally, ASKALON will have to
contact the Monitoring System of GridSpace in order to get the information regarding the current execution progress,
since the job execution will be performed in the GridSpace environment (by the Grid Operation Invoker).

The proposed integration design of GridSpace and ASKALON isdepicted in Fig. 3. In this system design,
ASKALON acts only as an optimizer, while the whole job execution is carried out by the GridSpace environment.
The most important element responsible for system integration is theASKALON Scheduling Interface, which plays
the role of a communication channel between the Runtime Library of GridSpace and the scheduler of ASKALON.

At the beginning of execution, the Runtime Library sends to the scheduler the whole application graph which is
obtained from the script; as the execution proceeds, the scheduler is notified about the ongoing execution progress (job
completions/failures). On the other hand, the scheduler sends to the Runtime Library the scheduling decisions made
for the jobs which are ready for execution. This workflow processing model has been described in detail in [13].

Grid Information Feederfeeds the data from GRR into GridARM, which can be subsequently used by the sched-
uler. Monitoring Service Proxyis a simple proxy service which links the Monitoring System of GridSpace with the
scheduler and Performance Predictor of ASKALON. Finally, thePerformance Prediction Proxyprovides the perfor-
mance data from PROToS to the Performance Predictor, andProvenance Information Providerprovides the prove-
nance data to the scheduler.

5 Prototype Implementation and Tests

The optimizer prototype called GrAppO was implemented and integrated with the GridSpace engine with short- and
medium-sighted optimization.

Testing involved measurement of the optimization quality from different points of view including unit tests, in-
tegration tests with other components of GridSpace, and finally quality tests to verify the usefulness of GrAppO
operations in a given environment. Since the connections toMonitoring System and PROToS were not yet available,
the tests were performed using mock components. As the objective function for the test the minimization ofmakespan
was selected, which is a measure of the throughput of a heterogeneous computing system.

During the execution of the tests random data from external services (GRR, Monitoring System and PROToS)
were generated. The data was complete, i.e. we assumed that no information is missing. We applied the constraints
that the maximum expected execution time of Grid Operation is 500 seconds and the maximum time waiting for the
resource to become available is set to 1500 seconds. The datagenerated in GRR had the following constraints: (1)
Maximum number of Grid Object Classes is set to 100; (2) Maximum number of Grid Object Implementations per one
Grid Object Class is set to 10; (3) Maximum number of Grid Object Instances per one Grid Object Implementation is
set to 10; (4) Maximum number of resources per one Grid ObjectClass is set to 7.

Number
of

resources

Improvement
of makespan

Percentage of
improved results

Percentage of same
results

5 4.03% 61.7% 4.0%
10 5.90% 61.1% 19.6%
20 5.47% 51.0% 45.8%
50 2.00% 20.2% 79.1%

Table 1: Improvement of makespan when comparing medium-sighted to the short-sighted optimization mode for 20
Grid Object Classes

The variable parameter in the test is a number of available resources and the number of Grid Object Classes for
the optimization. For each given combination a list with names of Grid Object Classes to be optimized was randomly
generated and passed to GrAppO. For each list the short-sighted optimization and the medium-sighted optimization
were performed. For a given combination of number of resources and number of Grid Object Classes every test was
performed 1000 times. The tests were performed for the casesthat use the list of Grid Object Classes containing
10, 20 and 50 elements. The results of the tests for 20 Grid Object Classes are collected in Table 1. The meaning
of the values in columns of the table is as follows:Improvement of makespan– presents the average improvement
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of the makespan for all results while using the medium-sighted optimization in comparison to the short-sighted one.
Percentage of improved results– shows the percentage of jobs that obtained a better result (makespan).Percentage of
the same results– presents the percentage of jobs for which both optimization modes provided the same solution.

The improvement of the makespan depends on the number of available resources and the number of Grid Object
Classes that are requested for the optimization. If the number of resources is significantly greater than the number of
the objects for the optimization, the improvement of the makespan is the smallest. It is caused by the fact that with
random generated data available Grid Object Instances or Grid Object Implementations are distributed on random
locations and the probability of mapping two or more Grid Object Classes to the same resource is smaller than in
the other cases. Therefore, the medium-sighted optimization suggests the solution very similar to the solution of
short-sighted optimization.

The best improvement is observed for the situation when the number of available resources is smaller that the
number of Grid Object Classes for the optimization. The rateof the improvement varies between 5.5% and 6.0%.
With the increase of proportion of the number of Grid Object Classes to the number of available resources, the amount
of improved results also increases. At the same time, the amount of the same results from both modes decreases.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have shown the analysis of the optimization problem in the case of GridSpace programming and exe-
cution environment. The proposed solution applies short-,medium- and far-sighted modes of optimization. Whereas
the two former modes are directly feasible to implement, thefar-sighted optimization requires applying more advanced
techniques known from the workflow scheduling research area. For that purpose we have analyzed the possibility of
using ASKALON, which offers dynamic workflow scheduling capabilities based on two alternative workflow pro-
cessing models. The conclusion is that due to the compatibility of workflow models and the component-based design
of both systems the integration of them will be feasible and may lead to further interesting research in scheduling of
dynamic Grid applications.

The tests of two optimization modes currently available in GrAppO showed that with a suitable rate of available
resources to Grid Object Classes the medium-sighted optimization mode can achieve the improvement at the level of
6% in comparison to the short-sighted mode. However, for these heuristics additional data from external components
are necessary.

The future work will focus on implementation of the modules bridging GridSpace and ASKALON (Fig. 3), a
more detailed feasibility study of the far-sighted mode, and extension of the Runtime Library with the capability
of generation of an application graph required for far-sighted optimization. Integration with the Provenance and the
Monitoring systems should result in some interesting research opportunities like investigation of different rescheduling
techniques. We also plan conducting the performance tests on the real application scripts.
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